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SUMMARY 33
Successful pursuit and evasion require rapid and precise coordination of navigation 34 with adaptive motor control. We hypothesized that the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 35 (dACC), which communicates bidirectionally with both the hippocampal complex and 36 premotor/motor areas, would serve a mapping role in this process. We recorded responses 37 of dACC ensembles in two macaques performing a joystick-controlled continuous 38 pursuit/evasion task. We found that dACC multiplexes two sets of signals, (1) world-39 centric variables that together form a representation of the position and velocity of all 40 relevant agents (self, prey, and predator) in the virtual world, and (2) avatar-centric 41 variables, i.e. self-prey distance and angle. Both sets of variables are multiplexed within an 42 overlapping set of neurons. Our results suggest that dACC may contribute to pursuit and 43 evasion by computing and continuously updating a multicentric representation of the 44 unfolding task state, and support the hypothesis that it plays a high-level abstract role in 45 the control of behavior. 46
INTRODUCTION 47
Foragers often encounter mobile prey that are capable of fleeing them. Not 48 surprisingly, pursuit is a major element of the behavioral repertoires of many foragers [1-49 5]. Likewise, many foragers must also avoid predators seeking to capture them (e.g. 6). 50
RESULTS 108

Pursuit and evasion behavior of macaques 109
We measured responses from macaque dACC neuronal ensembles collected during 110 a demanding computerized real-time pursuit task (subject K: 5594 trials; subject H: 2845 111 trials, Methods). A subset of these data was analyzed and summarized for a different 112 study; all results presented here are new [33] . On each trial, subjects used a joystick to 113 control the position of an avatar (a yellow or purple circle) moving smoothly in a 114 rectangular field on a computer monitor ( Figure 1A-D and Supplementary Video). 115
Capture of prey (a fleeing colored square) yielded a juice reward delivered to the subject's 116 mouth via a metal tube. The prey item on every trial was drawn randomly from a set of 117 five that differed in maximum velocity and associated reward size. On 50% of trials 118 (randomly determined) subjects had the opportunity to pursue either or both of two 119 different prey items (but could only capture one). On 25% of trials (randomly determined), 120 subjects also had to avoid one of five predators (a pursuing colored triangle). Capture by 121 the predator ended the trial early, imposed a timeout penalty, and resulted in no reward. 122 correlation suggests that subjects generally traded off effort to maintain roughly constant 131 pursuit duration. (F) The proportion of trials on which subjects chose the larger value prey 132 item despite it being faster was greater than 50% for each prey difference (other than 133 matched). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean. 134 135 Subjects successfully captured the prey in around 80% of trials (subject K: 136 78.95%; subject H:84.91%). The average time for capturing a prey was 3.85 seconds 137 (subject K: 4.05; subject H: 3.50; Figure 1E ). Capture time did not differ according to the 138 prey value/speed (F=50.98, p=0.3797 for subject K, F=26.68, p=0.6118 for subject H, two-139 way ANOVA). On trials in which subjects faced two prey (50% of all trials), they had to 140 choose which to pursue. On these trials, subjects chose the higher valued prey more often, 141 even though they were faster and presumably more difficult to catch (K: 67.10%, H: 142 86.46%, Figure 1F) . Notably, whenever the subject was faced with two prey that differed 143 in size, they reliably chose the one with the larger value (and thus the one with the faster 144 speed as well). These patterns suggest that subjects understood that prey color provided 145 valid information about the value and/or speed of the prey and used this information to 146 guide behavior. This pattern also suggests that, for the parameters we chose, the marginal 147 increase in reward value was more effective at influencing choice, on average, than the 148 marginal increase in capture difficulty. 149 150
World-centric encoding in dACC 151
We recorded neural activity during performance of the task (n=167 neurons; 119 in 152 subject H and 48 in subject K). We applied a Generalized Linear Model approach (GLM,  153 refs 32,34-36) based on a Linear-Nonlinear (LN) model that does not assume any 154 parametric shape of the tuning surface (see ref 32, Figure 2A, B) . This procedure includes 155 a cross-validation step, meaning that the results are essentially validated for statistical 156 significance against a randomized version of the same data. This approach effectively 157 includes a test for reliability, and also efficiently uses information about spatial coherence, 158 to detect significant spatial selectivity. Note that, although we don't report the data, we 159 confirmed that all results presented below are observed in both subjects individually, 160 except in one case (predator angle in subject K). 161 162
Figure. 2. Examples of multi-agent world-centric mapping functions in dACC. (A) 163
Schematic of the analysis approach we took, see for the same neuron whose observed responses are shown in the adjacent column. 171 172
Our analysis approach is a way of asking whether a neuron shows significant 173 tuning (for example, whether it has angular tuning, Figure 3A ) but is agnostic about the 174 shape of the tuning (for example, whether that place field is localized to a point, as 175 hippocampal place fields are, or has a more complex shape). To identify the simplest 176 model that best described neural spiking, we used a forward-search procedure that 177 determined whether adding variables significantly improved model performance with 10-178 fold cross-validation (Figure 3 B- meaning that neuronal responses depend on one or more of the variables we tested (Figure 204 3A, B, E, F). Note that the structure of our analysis, which forward searches for tuning for 205 each variable automatically corrects for multiple comparisons (i.e. equivalent to using a 206 cutoff of p=0.05, corrected). The majority of neurons showed sensitivity to the spatial 207 position of the avatar (64.5%, n=108/167). Roughly similar proportions of cells showed 208 sensitivity to the position of the prey (65.5%, n=112/167), and to the position of the 209 predator (59.3%, n=89/150). We found that responses of 22.0% (n = 33/150) of neurons 210 are selective for the positions of all three agents. Note the predator fits were done 211 separately because they only occurred on 25% of trials, and for that analysis, we removed 212 17 cells that had trial counts below our a priori threshold. Note also that there is no 213 certainty that subjects are engaging in pursuit and evasion simultaneously; indeed, it may 214 well be the case that they alternate between these two modes. 215
We next tested whether overlapping populations of neurons encode self and prey 216 position by examining log-likelihood increase (LLi) associated with adding the relevant 217 variables ( Figure 3G ). For each variable pair, we found a positive LLi relationship, 218
indicating that neurons encoding one variable are more likely to encode the other, and 219 therefore, evidence against specialized subpopulations of neurons for these variables. In 220 other words, we found that populations overlap more than expected by chance (self/prey 221 r=0.7882; self/predator: r=0.7092; prey/predator: r =0.6548; p<0.001 for all cases, Pearson 222 correlation). This finding indicates that coding strength is positively correlated for each 223 pair and that the coding comes from a highly overlapping set of populations rather than 224 from distinct subpopulations (see ref 37 for motivation for this analysis approach). Thus, 225 the two populations of neurons overlap more than might be expected by chance if these 226 effects were distributed at random in the population. This result thus allows us to reject the 227 hypothesis that the two groups of neurons come from distinct sets -or even from 228 overlapping sets that diverge more than might be expected by chance. Nonetheless, while 229 these results are consistent with the idea that the neurons come from a single population, 230 they are also consistent with the idea that they come from populations that overlap more 231 than chance but are still partially distinct. 232
We next used a previously published method to assess how the spatial kernels for 233 the three agents compare (spatial efficiency or SPAEF, see ref 38). For each pair of agents, 234
we focused on neurons that show significant tuning for both agents individually. These 235 groups consisted of, respectively, subject and prey 24.0%, n = 36/150; subject and 236 predator: 26.0%, n=39/150; prey and predator: 39.3%, n=59/150). Incidentally, the largest 237 of these three variables, perhaps surprisingly, was for the prey-predator. It's not clear why 238 this is. One possibility is that this variable was encoded most strongly because of the 239 special difficulty subject face in coordinating between pursuit and evasion strategies, and 240 the need to attend to both other elements when doing so. Future work will be needed to test 241 this hypothesis. 242 SPAEF is more robust than simple pairwise correlation because it combines three 243 measures into a single value. Specifically, it combines pairwise correlation, coefficient of 244 variation of spatial variability, and intersection between observed histogram and simulated 245 histogram, see Methods). Across all neurons, we found that the SPAEF value between the 246 subject and prey was -0.3282. This negative value indicates that the kernels are anti-247 correlated -locations that led to enhanced firing when the subject entered led to reduced 248 firing at times when the prey entered it. This SPAEF value is significantly less than zero 249 (p<0.001, Wilcoxon sign rank test). The value for the subject and predator was -0.2463. 250
The analogous value for the prey and the predator was -0.2927. Both of these are also less 251 than zero as well (p<0.001, Wilcoxon sign rank test). These findings indicate that neurons 252 use distinct -and to some extent, anti-correlated -spatial codes for tracking the positions 253 of the three agents. Consequently, these results suggest that dACC carries sufficient 254 information for decoders to estimate path variables for all three agents. 255
We next asked whether a substantial number of neurons encode "self vs. other". To 256 do this, we examined the set of neurons with significant selectivity for self-position and for 257 prey and/or predator position, and that showed a high positive predator-prey SPAEF value 258 (that is, did not distinguish prey from predator). We found that 6 neurons meet these 259 criteria (mean SPAEF value among those neurons is 0.2501). This proportion (3.6% of 260 cells) is not significantly different from chance, suggesting that self vs. other encoding is 261 not a major factor driving dACC responses, and that dACC differentiates prey from 262 predator. 263
We next sought to characterize the size of these effects. To do so, we first selected 264 neurons that showed significant selectivity for the position of each agent. Then, for each 265 neuron in each set, we selected the peak firing rate and lowest firing rate in the 2D space. 266 This measure is analogous to peak-to-trough measures for any other task variable. To 267 assess population measures, we then computed the median within each set. (Median is 268 more conservative than mean; it more effectively excludes outlier measurements). We find 269 substantial effects for each category: self-tuned neurons: 13.34 spike/sec (95% confidence 270 interval: 9.44 to 17.24 spike/sec); prey-tuned neurons: 11.77 spike/sec (95% confidence 271 interval: 7.65 to 15.89 spike/sec); predator-tuned neurons: 12.55 spike/sec (95% 272 confidence interval: 7.21 to 17.09 spike/sec). These effects are quite robust, and are 273 comparable to modulations associated other factors in more conventional laboratory tasks. 274 275
Speed information is also processed in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 276
We hypothesized that dACC would encode agent speed. To test that idea, we added 277 speed filters in our GLM and fit against the neural data. We found that 22.7% (n=34/150) 278 neurons are selective for the speed of the self, 10.0% (n=15/150) of neurons for the speed 279 of the prey, and 10.0% (n=15/150) for the speed of the predator (Figure 3A) . Naturalistic 280 tasks such as ours provide the opportunity to understand higher dimensional tuning than 281 other methods. To gain insight into the diversity of speed tuning profiles, we performed an 282 unsupervised k-means clustering on speed filters across the agents (Figure 4) . Initially, we 283 performed principal component analysis (PCA) on the filter coefficients. Then we obtained 284 eigenvector of top 2-dimension in which explained more than 70% of variance of the data. 285
We find both monotonically and ditonic speed filters (11 neurons for cluster 1, 16 neurons 286 for cluster 3). Previous literature suggested that better perceptual discrimination for lower 287 speed [39] . Interestingly, our result shows that neurons in ACC, at least, is not biased 288 towards representing low speed but exhibit diversity. 289 290 291
Figure 4. Diversity in responses of neurons to speed. We examined whether 292
speed tuning reflects a single response profile, as would be expected if, for example, speed 293 effects were simply an artifact of arousal. We performed a PCA procedure on all tuning 294 curves and plot the results as a function of each PC. We then cluster the resulting patterns 295 and show all tuning curves within each cluster. The diversity of responses, and especially 296 the existence of clearly ditonic clusters (clusters 1 and 3), argues against an arousal 297 confound. 298 299
Avatar-centric encoding 300
We next examined avatar-centric coding, that is, coding of the position of the prey 301 relative to the agent. According to our GLM, 37.7% of neurons (n=63/167) in our sample 302 encode the distance between self and prey and 25.1% of neurons (n=42/167) encode the 303 angle between self and prey ( Figure 5A) . Together, these two variables define the entire 304 basis set of avatar-centric spatial variables relevant to the pursuit of the prey. That is, other 305 avatar-centric variable can be expressed as a linear combination of them, and thus are 306 available to decoders that have access to the responses of these neurons. A smaller 307 proportion of neurons signal these variables relative to the predator (n=14/150, 9.3% for 308 relative distance to predator, n=8/150, 5.3% for relative angle to predator). Note that the 309 value for relative distance to predator is significant while the value for angle is not 310 (distance: p=0.0220; angle: p=0.8496; one-way binomial test; Figure 5B Correlation between log-likelihood increase (LLi) for self-position vs. self/prey distance 326 (E) and angle (F). Each dot corresponds to one neuron. Positive correlation indicates that 327 neurons selective for one variable tend to be more selective for another one. That in turn 328
implies that tuning for the two variables comes from a single larger population of cells (or 329 from highly overlapping populations) rather than distinct populations. 330 331 332
We were concerned that distance tuning, as determined by this analysis, may be 333 artifactual -it may reflect proximity to reward, which is known to consistently enhance 334 activity in dACC [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . To test this alternative hypothesis, we performed an analysis of 335 the diversity of responding. Specifically, we reasoned that if neurons encode distance, they 336 will show a heterogeneity in response patterns but if they encode proximity to reward, they 337 will show a more homogeneous and positive-going pattern. To examine our hypothesis, we 338 clustered the shape of subject-prey distance filters ( Figure 5D ). These figures use the 339 following radial plot conventions. The angle on the plot relative to 0 (i.e. horizontal and to 340 the right) reflects the angle between the subject's own avatar and the prey. Thus, a neuron 341 selective for the subject bearing directly towards the avatar will have lighter colors on the 342 right hand side of the radial plot. The radial dimension on the plot indicates the distance -343 thus, a neuron selective for distant prey will have lighter colors on the outer ring of the 344 plot. 345
We observed a heterogeneity of curves, including a substantial fraction of neurons 346 with decreasing and even ditonic curves (48.3%, n = 29/60, p < 0.001, two-way binomial 347 tests). The ditonicity (i.e. positive and negative slopes within a single curve) of some 348 neurons is important -it indicates that these neurons do not simply exhibit ramping 349 behavior. This result thus argues against the possibility of avatar-centric distance simply 350 being an artifact of the proximity of reward and/or arousal or other low-level features that 351 scale with distance to reward (Figure 5D) . 352
By identifying avatar-centric-coding neurons, we were able to ascertain whether 353 avatar-and world-centric coding neurons arose from different or similar populations. We 354 used the same log-likelihood correlation approach described above. We find that they are 355 not distinct; instead, they overlapped considerably more than would be expected by chance 356 (that is, the correlation of log-likelihoods was greater than zero, r=0.295, p<0.001; Figure  357 5E, F). This result is consistent with the possibility that these neurons come from a single 358 task-selective population as well as with the possibility that they come from highly 359 overlapping but partly distinct sets. 360 361
Mixed selectivity 362
Encoded variables interacting non-linearly (mixed selectivity) is potentially 363 diagnostic of control processes and can be harnessed for flexible responding [32, [44] [45] [46] . 364
We used two methods to test for mixed selectivity (Methods and Figure S3 ). First, we 365 computed direction and speed tuning separately in high and low firing rate conditions (a 366 method found in ref 46, Figure 6A ). Then we performed regressions for the two conditions 367 separately. A slope different from 1 indicates a multiplicative shift; an offset different from 368 0 indicates an additive shift. In our data, the median of the slope was significantly less than 369 1 (median slope=0.8533, p<0.022, rank-sum test) with little evidence for additive 370 modulation (position: median bias=0.4909, p<0.001, rank-sum test; speed: median 371 multiplicative factor=0.7692, p=0.048; median additive factor=0.4661, p<0.001; Figure  372 neurons with multiplicative interaction are less likely to have additive interaction. 386 387
We confirmed this mixed selectivity result with an additional method that is less 388 sensitive to the shape of the tuning curve [32] . Specifically, we characterized the range 389 (max firing rate -min firing rate) of each tuning curve as a function of the mean firing rate 390 for the position (three bins; method from ref 32). As expected under mixed-selectivity, the 391 range increased with mean position segment firing rate (median r=0.2305, p<0.001, rank-392 sum test; Figure S3 ). Together these two results indicate that dACC neurons use 393 nonlinearly mixed selectivity (and not just multiplexing) to encode various movement-394 related variables. 395 396 Spatial coding is distributed across neurons 397
Although responses of a large number of neurons are selective for spatial 398 information about the three agents, it is not clear to what extent a broad population drives 399 behavior [49] . Thus, we examined how much each neuron in the population contributes to 400 behavior using population decoding with an additive method [50] . If only small sets of 401 neurons contribute to behavior, the decoding performance with respect to number of 402 neurons will soon reach a plateau. We randomly assigned neurons to the decoder 403 regardless of whether they were significantly tuned to the variable of interest. We found 404 that as the number of neurons included for decoding analysis increases, the accuracy of 405 decoding positional variable (both self and prey) increases without evidence of saturation 406 ( Figure 7A) . 407 Time-to-time decoding performance when either prey is closer or predator is closer. Then 416 the decoding performance for either prey position or predator position was estimated. 417
Decoding accuracy was estimated as a function of number of cells, in groups 418 corresponding to 40, 80, 120, and 150 cells. 419 420 421
We next applied this serial decoding procedure to examine relative strength of 422 different formats of spatial coding. For this analysis, we focused on coding of world-423 centric angle (self-and prey-direction) and avatar-centric angle, which share common units 424 (specifically, degrees; Figure 7B ). We find that the strength of information within the 425 neural population is mixed between world-centric and avatar-centric information. Self-426 direction information is strongest and prey direction information is weakest (and their 427 difference is significant, decoding error by using all neurons are 8.496±0.603°, 428 34.364±3.795°, 84.455±3.712°, p< 0.001, ANOVA). This result showing distributed 429 information contrasts with previous findings in a similar paradigm that show positional 430 variables are encoded by only a handful of neurons [49] . We speculate that difference may 431 due to the complexity of our task, which may require a high-dimensional neural space to 432 maximize the information [51, 52] . 433 434
Reward encoding 435
Research based on conventional choice tasks indicates that dACC neurons track 436 values of potential rewards [53] . We next asked how dACC encodes anticipated rewards in 437 our more complex task. Initially, we regressed reward variable against the neural activity 438 one second before the trial end for all types of trial. We found that, averaging over all other 439 variables, the value of the pursued reward modulates activity of 9.3% of neurons 440 (n=14/150, p=0.0227, one-way binomial test). Note that this analysis ignores the potential 441 encoding of prey speed, which is perfectly correlated with static reward in our task design. 442
We then explored possibility of reward being modulatory variable, which means that 443 reward increase the other variables' selectivity. We find that tuning for all variables 444 increases with increasing reward (p<0.05 in each case, sign-rank test, Figure 8) . Compare 445 to the random split of data, which yielded insignificance difference in tuning, splitting data 446 according to the value of prey did yield a significant difference in tuning proportions for 447 the variables (Figure 8) . Importantly, the percent of neurons tuned for each variable is 448 maintained in the random split, indicate reliability of tuning. Instead, the proportion of 449 neurons whose responses were selective for self-position was not different when the data 450 number of significantly tuned neurons for prey variables (prey position, prey direction, and 460 prey speed) when splitting data randomly (grey bar) or according to value of pursued prey 461 (purple bar). The difference of value split was significant (p = 0.0221 for prey speed, and p 462 < 0.001 for other prey variables) but not for random split. (C) The number of significantly 463 tuned neurons for egocentric (self-position, self-direction, and self-speed) when splitting 464 data randomly (grey bar) or according to value of pursued prey (purple bar). The difference 465 of value split was significant (p < 0.001). 466 467
Gaze does not change selectivity of spatial tuning 468
Activity in dACC is selective for saccadic direction and may therefore also 469 correlate with gaze direction [54]. Consequently, it is possible that our spatial kernels may 470 reflect not task state but gaze information. In fact, the apparent selectivity of dACC 471 neurons for each agent's position could artifactually result from gaze tuning if the subject 472 periodically fixated each target. To resolve the confound, we repeated our GLM analyses 473 but included eye position (only for the one subject from which we collected gaze data). We 474 found that that the number of tuned neurons for the position of any agent did not 475 substantially change; that is, that adding in gaze position as a regressor did not 476 qualitatively change our results (Figure 9) . tuned for three key world-centric variables using the standard GLM described above. Blue 480 bars: same results, but this time from a version of the GLM that included eye position as a 481
regressor. That version is constructed so that all variance possible associated with eye 482 position is assigned to eye position first and only residual encoding of task variables is 483 counted towards those variables. All three variables are still significantly observed in the 484 population when including gaze position. 485
DISCUSSION 486
We examined the neural foundations of pursuit and evasion by recording single 487 unit activity in the dACC while rhesus macaques performed a joystick-controlled pursuit 488 task (Figure 1) . We find that dACC carries a dynamic (i.e. continuously updated) multi-489 centric (i.e. both world-centric and avatar-centric) multi-agent (self, prey, and predator) 490
representation of the state of the task. These results indicate a clear role of the dACC in 491 mapping functions that are intrinsic to pursuit. One limitation of the present study is that 492 we did not record activity in other regions that may also be involved. Therefore, we cannot 493 conclude that dACC plays a unique role in this process. Future studies will be needed to 494 functionally differentiate dACC from other regions. 495
What is the benefit of encoding both absolute (world-centric) and relative (avatar-496 centric) maps? One possibility is that dACC participates in the process of mediating 497 between the two representations. Another (not mutually exclusive) possibility is that both 498 representations are important for behavior. Consider, for example, that avatar-centric codes 499 may allow for rapid on-the-fly changes in trajectory while world-centric ones may allow 500 for more abstract planning, for example, allowing the subject to trap the prey in corners. 501
Having both in the same place may allow for their coordination to make optimal decisions. 502
Indeed, this idea is consistent with the idea that a major function of dACC is to use 503 multiple sources of information to set and drive a strategy from a high vantage point [23-504 25,41,43]. 505
Neuroscientists are just beginning to understand the neural basis of tracking of 506 other agents. Traditionally, neurons in primate dACC and its putative rodent homologues 507 are not expected to encode place fields. For example, a putative rodent homologue is 508 reported to utilize positional information but not signal place per se [27] . However, at least 509 one notable recent study has demonstrated that place field information can be decoded 510 from rodent ACC [49] . Our results build on this finding and extend our understanding of 511 the spatial selectivity of this region further to tracking of other agents. Two recent studies 512 demonstrate the existence of coding for positions of conspecifics in the CA1 region of the 513 hippocampus in rats and bats [55, 56] . Our results here extend on them in three ways. First, 514 they confirm speculation that positional tracking extends to at least one hippocampal target 515 region in the prefrontal cortex. Second, they demonstrate that positional tracking extends 516 to multiple agents, including different types (prey and predators), and that it is 517 multicentric. Most intriguingly, and most speculatively, our results directly link tracking of 518 others to personal goal selection processes. 519
Although the responses we observe have some similarity to hippocampal place cell 520 firing, dACC responses are less narrowly localized than place cells, are less patterned than 521 grid cells, and can only be detected using a newly developed statistical approach [32] . 522
While the medial entorhinal cortex is commonly associated with grid cells [57] [58] [59] , one 523 recent study demonstrated that it carries a much richer set of spatial representations [32] . 524
Our study indicates that such non-canonical spatially-mapped neurons are not limited to 525 entorhinal cortex, or to rodents, and can be observed in virtual/computerized environments, 526 and extend to other agents in the environment. These results confirm the highly embodied 527 role of dACC in economic choice and highlight the central role of spatial information in 528 economic decision-making [10,11,60-62]. 529
Our data are limited to a single region and do not imply a unique role for this 530 region. Most notably, several other ostensibly neuroeconomic brain regions carry rich 531 spatial repertoires, including OFC [63] and vmPFC [64, 65] . These regions also have 532 connectivity that includes, directly or indirectly, medial temporal navigation regions and 533 motor and premotor regions. Therefore, we predict that the patterns we observe here would 534 also be observed, albeit perhaps more weakly, in these other regions. Unlike these regions, 535 the dACC has been linked to motor functions, albeit much less directly than, for example, 536 motor cortex [24] . What is new here, then, is the observation that dACC tracks the 537 kinematics of self, prey, and predator, uses multicentric tuning for these multiple agents. In 538 addition to what it tells us about dACC, the multi-centric multi-agent tuning also serves as 539 a control for possible motor effects explaining the results. 540 541
Conclusion 542
Most studies of the neural basis of decision-making focus on simple and abstract 543 choices but natural decisions take place in a richer and more complex world. In our task, 544 decisions are continuous -they take place in an extended time domain and the effects of 545 decisions are manifest immediately. Moreover, our task, and monkeys' ability to perform it 546 well, illustrate the complexity of the word decision -it has a simple and clear definition in 547 economic choice tasks. But in a more naturalistic context, like this one, it can refer either 548 to the specific direction the subject is moving at a point in time, or to the higher level goal 549 of the subject. Ultimately, we anticipate that consideration of more complex tasks may lead 550 to a refinement of the concept of decision. 551
More broadly, given the critical role of foraging in shaping our behavioral 552 repertoires overall [66-68], we and others have proposed that spatial representations are 553 likely to be a ubiquitous feature of our reward and decision-making systems [61, 69] Experimental Apparatus. The joystick was a modified version of a commercially 809 available joystick with a built-in potentiometer (Logitech Extreme Pro 3D). The control 810 bar was removed and replaced with a control stick (15 cm, plastic dowel) topped with a 2'' 811 plastic sphere, which was custom designed through trial and error to be ergonomically easy 812 for macaques to manipulate. The joystick position was read out in MATLAB running on 813 the stimulus-control computer. 814
Task Design. At the beginning of each trial, two or three shapes appeared on a gray 815 computer monitor placed directly in front of the macaque subject (1920x1080 resolution). 816
The yellow (subject K) or purple (subject H) circle (15-pixel diameter) was an avatar for 817 the subject and moved with joystick position. A square shape (30-pixel length) represented 818 the prey. The movement of the prey determined by a simple algorithm (see below). 819 Successful capture is defined as any overlap between the avatar circle and the prey square. 820
Each trial ends with either successful capture of the prey or after 20 seconds, whichever 821 comes first. Capture results in immediate juice reward; juice amount corresponds to prey 822 color: orange (0.3 mL), blue (0.4 mL), green (0.5 mL), violet (0.6 mL), and cyan (0.7 mL). 823
Failure to capture results in timeout and a new trial. (Failures were rare). 824
The path of the prey was computed interactively using A-star pathfinding methods, 825 which are commonly used in video gaming [80] . For every frame (16.67 ms), we computed 826 the cost of 15 possible future positions the prey could move to in the next time-step. These 827 15 positions were spaced equally on the circumference of a circle centered on the prey's 828 current position, with radius equal to the maximum distance the prey could travel within 829 one time-step. The cost in turn is computed based on two factors: the position in the field 830 and the position of the subject's avatar. The field that the prey moves in has a built-in bias 831 for cost, which makes the prey more likely to move towards the center (Figure 1A) . The 832 cost due to distance from the subject's avatar is transformed using a sigmoidal function: 833 the cost becomes zero beyond a certain distance so that the prey does not move, and the 834 cost becomes greater as distance from the subject's avatar decreases. the position with the 835 lowest cost is selected for the next movement. If the next movement is beyond the screen 836 range, then the position with the second lowest cost is selected, and so on. 837
The maximum speed of the subject was set to be 23 pixels per frame (i.e. 16.67 838 ms). The maximum and minimum speeds of the prey varied across subjects and were set 839 by the experimenter to obtain a large number of trials (Figure 1) . Specifically, speeds were 840 selected so that subjects could capture prey on above 85% of trials; these values were 841 modified using a staircase method. If subjects missed the prey three times consecutively, 842 then the speed of the all prey was reduced temporarily. The minimum initial distance 843 between the subject avatar and prey was 400 pixels. The strict correlation between speed 844 and value means that value cannot be directly deconfounded in this study. 845 A predator (triangle shape) appeared on 25% of trials. Capture by the predator led 846 to a time-out. Predators came in five different types (indicated by color) indicating 847 different level of punishment, ranging from 2 seconds to 10 seconds. The algorithm of the 848 predator is to minimize the distance between itself and player. Unlike the prey, the predator 849 algorithm is governed by this single rule. 850
The design of the task reflects primarily the desire to have a rich and variegated 851 virtual world with opportunities for choices at multiple levels that is neither trivially simple 852 nor overly complex. The decision to include a condition with multiple prey was added 853 specifically for these reasons and for the additional reason that we wanted to verify that 854 subjects distinguished the differently valued prey by pursuing them with differential 855 preference. 856
The reason we deliberately confounded reward and speed was to make sure the task 857 neither too difficult nor too easy, and to ensure that the results of the animals' choices 858 between prey were interesting and meaningful. We also wanted to keep the effort/interest 859 level roughly the same on each trial. 860
Trajectory-Based Trial Sorting
In 50% of trials, subjects saw two prey items 861 instead of one. We developed the TBTS (Trajectory-Based Trial Sorting) method to 862 determine which prey the subject was pursuing at any given time. This method requires to 863 calculate 1) the angle differences between subject's and each prey's trajectory from time t-864 1 to t, 2) change of distance between subject and each prey (estimate whether prey is 865 getting closer to subject or floating) and 3) dynamic time warping outcome (to calculate 866 the distance between the signal) between the trajectory of the subject and each prey. Then 867 we multiply them to obtain a single scalar for each agent at every time point, and then 868 smoothed with a boxcar of 5 frames to make secure autocorrelation between the data 869 points. The prey being pursued will have smaller angle difference with the subject, the 870 distance between the subject and pursued prey will be decreasing (due to avoiding 871 algorithm, non-chased prey will tend to increase its distance with the subject), and dynamic 872 time wrapping outcome will be smaller. Thus, when one prey is pursued continuously, then 873 this value will stay always smaller than the other. From there, we excluded trials with 874 switches to avoid any confounds that arose from not knowing what prey the subjects are 875 pursuing (about 5% of trials overall). 876
Electrophysiological recording. One Unlike conventional tuning curve analysis, GLM analysis does not assume the 909 parametric shape of the tuning curve a priori. Instead, the parameter weights, which 910 defines the shape of tuning for each neuron, were optimized by maximizing the Poisson 911 log-likelihood of the observed spike train given the model expected spike number (n), with 912 additional regularization for the smoothness for parameters in a continuous variable and a 913 lasso regularization for parameters in a discrete variable. Position parameters are smoothed 914 across rows and columns separately. The regularization hyperparameter was chosen with 915 maximizing cross-validation log-likelihood based on several randomly selected neurons. 916
The optimization was performed with a MATLAB built-in function (fminunc). Model 917 performance of each neuron is quantified by the log-likelihood of held out data under the 918 model. This cross-validation procedure was repeated 10 times and overfitting was 919 penalized. Thus, we can compare performance of models with varying complexity. 920 921 Forward model selection. Model selection was based on the cross-validated log-922 likelihood value for each model. We first fitted n models with a single variable, where n is 923 the total number of variables. The best single model was determined by the largest increase 924 in spike-normalized log-likelihood from the null model (i.e., the model with a single 925 parameter representing the mean firing rate: r). Then, additional variables (n-1 in total) 926 were added to the best single model. The best double model was preferred over the single 927 model only if it significantly improves the cross-validation log-likelihood (Wilcoxon 928 Signed Rank Test, α = 0.05). Likewise, the procedure was continued for the three-variable 929 model and beyond if adding more variables significantly improved model performance, 930 and the best simplest model was selected. The cell was determined to be not tuned to any 931 of the variables considered if the log-likelihood increase was not significantly higher than 932 baseline. 933
934
Response profile We derive response profiles from filter of model for a given 935 variable j to be analogous to a tuning curve of given variable. These were computed as, 936 which α =Πi [i is all other variables than j]mean(exp(wi)) is a scaling factor that marginalizes out the 937 effect of the other variables. The dt transforms the units from bins to seconds. Thus, for 938 each experimental variable, the exponential of the parameter vector that converts animal 939 state vectors into firing rate contributions is proportional to a response profile; it is a 940 function across all bins for that variable and is analogous to a tuning curve. 941 942
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and clustering relative distance tuning. 943
We reasoned that relative distance between subject and prey is encoded and is not simply 944 an artifact of proximity to reward acquisition. This variable is encoded in dACC, although 945 generally with robustly positive and monotonic code [42, 77, 82] . Instead, complex shape of 946 tuning may indicate distance is encoded. To examine this, we clustered the tuning curves 947 according to shape to show whether there might be some functional clusters. First, we 948 selected out 60 neurons that are individually significantly tuned to relative distance of 949 prey. Then, we performed dimensionality reduction via PCA and found 2 PCs explain 70% 950 of variance in the data. Thus, we projected data into first two PCs and performed k-nearest 951 neighbor and found elbow with K=4 ( Figure 5D ). Identical method was used for profiling 952 the filters that are tuned for speed (Figure 4) . 953 954 Multiplicative vs. Additive shift of tuning. We report that neurons exhibit 955 'multiplicative' tuning, defined as r(x, y) =r(x)* r(y), which means the tunings for each 956 variable interact non-linearly, and thus have mixed selectivity [48] . However, there is 957 possibility that the neurons might show additive tuning, defined as r(x, y) =r(x)+ r(y). 958
Strictly, linear addition would be multiplexed but not mixed selectivity [45] . 959
Differentiating between these two has important implications as multiplicative 960 coding may point to a fundamental transformation of information, while additive coding 961 suggests signals simply linearly combine [32, 48] .To quantify the nature of conjunctive 962 coding and verify our assumption that tuning curves multiply, we examined neurons that 963 significantly encoded both position of two agents (self and prey) and direction of two 964 agents based on model performance (e.g., both the position and other models had to 965 perform significantly better than a mean firing rate model). We examined differences in 966 how the tuning curve for specific variables r(x, y), or the tuning curve across y for a fixed 967 value x*, will change as a function of r(x*) to estimate whether neurons exhibit 968 multiplicative or additive. In the multiplicative model, an variation of r(x*) will modify the 969 shape of tuning curve (either stretch or compress) r(x*, y), whereas in the additive model it 970 will shift r(x*, y) simply up or down. To quantify these differences, we took x to be 971 position and y to be either direction or speed of agent, and binned position into 15x15 bins. 972
We then calculated the firing rate for each position bin (i.e., computed r(x*) for every x*), 973 sorted the position bins according to firing rate values, and divided the bins into two (high 974 vs. low, for analysis 1. see below) or three (for analysis 2, Figure S3 ) segments. Each 975 segment, thus, corresponded to a location of the environment with approximately the same 976 firing rate. We then generated a series of tuning curves (either direction or speed) based on 977 the spikes and directions visited during each segment. 978
Once we obtained tuning curves for each segment, for each single neuron, we 979 characterized its multiplicative, additive, or displacement modulation with population 980 activity by performing linear regression on the average response to each state bins, when 981 population activity was high compared with when it was low. The slope of the linear fit 982 indicates how tuning scales multiplicatively with population activity (so called, 983 multiplicative factor [MF]). The slope deviating from 1 shows either multiplicative or 984 displacement interaction. The intercept of the fit describes the additive shift to tuning with 985 population activity. To obtain a relative measure of the additive shift, like the MF, we 986 defined the additive factor (AF) as the ratio between this intercept and the mean firing rate 987 of the neuron averaged. 988
We additionally confirmed the multiplicative tuning shift by computing the range 989 (maximum firing rate -minimum firing rate) of tuning curve as a function of the mean 990 firing rate for position segment i. If each neuron shows multiplicative tuning shift, the 991 range should increase with position segment. Whereas the additive model result in constant 992 range. The range of the tuning curve and mean position segment firing rate exhibited a 993 positive slope in pool of significantly tuned neurons for self direction, self speed, prey 994
where Nocc is the number of occupancy samples, Nspikes is the number of spikes emitted 1036 within the circle, r is the radius of the circle in bins, and alpha is a scaling parameter set to 1037 be 10000 as previous studies. 1038
